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THE SONG OF THE SEA. 
Oh, the ocean sings to the sailor boy 
As the moon shines full on the glistening foam, 
And the song that he hears is full of joy, 
A song of hope, and a song of home; 
Of the home where father and mother to-night 
Are waiting his coming, with hearts that are light. 
Ah! the ocean sings to the sailor lad 
Again, but the storm-king holds his sway, 
While hearts are anxious and faces sad 
As they wait in vain for the dawn of day. 
'Tis a grand, but a strange and awful strain, 
Mingled with voices of tempest and rain. 
********       ** 
Hark! over the sea comes a far, faint moan 
In the dawn of the misty morning gray, 
While still in the cottage, far away, 
Father and mother are waiting, alone. —FRITZ, 1900. 
THE PINDARIC ODE  IN  ENGLISH   LITERATURE. 
THE true Pindaric ode as framed by Pindar consisted of two 
larger stanzas called strophe and antistrophe respectively, 
and one lesser stanza, the epode. The strophe and antistrophe 
contained always the same number and same kind ■ of verses 
which in different odes might vary as the author pleased; the 
epode, in length and measure was unlike the first two, but in this 
there was the same irregularity and variety of verses.    If an ode 
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should contain two or more triplets of these stanzas, in each trip- 
let the respective strophes, antistrophes and epodes must be 
similar. Thus we see that there was system in an ode of this 
kind. The Greek ode was characterized chiefly by its numerous 
digressions and bold metaphors; yet it was by no means lacking 
in coherence of thought. 
But the English poets who, in the latter half of the seven- 
teenth century, pretended to write in imitation of Pindar, came 
far from conforming to Pindar's style and versification. Judg- 
ing from their poems, they seemed to have conceived the idea 
that the Pindaric ode had no system, that it consisted of any 
number of disproportionate verses of varied meter and uncertain 
rhyme, combined in stanzas of any and all lengths. As no two 
stanzas in a poem were alike, so no poet ever wrote two odes 
exactly, similar. 
The lyric writers of the Restoration found this irregular form 
very pleasing, one wholly suitable for giving expression, with 
many a digression and "bold figure," to their rambling, incoher- 
ent and fantastic conceits. With the exception of Dryden's 
"Alexander's Feast"' the Pindaric odes of this period are nearly 
all, as one author says, "miserably flat." Odes written in this 
style were generally those composed in honor of some person or 
event, especially those composed in honor of St. Cecilia. 
To Abraham Cowley we owe the invention and introduction 
into English literature in 1656 of this false Pindaric form of com- 
position, which up to the time of Gray was received with favor. 
This style had great charm for Cowley and his successors, on 
account of the opportunity it afforded for numerous digressions 
and any "flights of imagination," an example of which is con- 
tained in the opening stanza of Cowley's poem on Pindar. 
Notice the sudden digression : 
"Pindar is imitablc by none, 
The phoenix Pindar is a vast species alone, 
Whoe'er but Daedalus with waxen wings could fly 
And neither sink too low nor soar too high? 
What he who follow'd claim, 
But of vain boldness the unhappy fame, 
And by his fall a sea to name? 
Pindar's unnavigable song 
Like a swol'n flood from some steep mountain pours along, 
The ocean meets with such a voice 
From his enlarged mouth, as drown the ocean's noise." 
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In his poem entitled the "Muse," Cowley places the Muse 
in her chariot, and to accompany her are Eloquence, Wit, Inven- 
tion, Memory, Art, Conceit, Figures and so on, and then, he sud- 
denly turns to compare his Muse with the Creator: 
Where never yet did pry 
The busy morning's curious eye, 
The wheels of thy bold coach pass quick and free; 
And all's an open road to thee. 
Whatever God did say, 
Is all thy plain and smooth, uninterrupted way. 
Nay, ev'n beyond His works thy voyages are known, 
Thou hast thousand worlds too of thine own, 
Thou spcak'st great Queen, in the same style as He, 
And a new world leaps forth when Thou say'st, " Let it be." 
In his odes there are occasional lines of beauty, as the fol- 
lowing one about a fish : 
'And with short silver wings cut the low liquid sky." 
His two odes—one to Mr. Hobbes and one called " Brutus," 
some critics consider "grandiose"—whether the word is used in 
its good or bad sense, the reader of the poems will be allowed 
to judge for himself. 
The numerous writers from Cowley to Gray, who adopted 
this corrupt Pindaric form and manner, are naturally divided 
into two classes, namely, those poets of secondary and those of 
primary importance. 
Of the poets of the first class who wrote Pindaric odes most 
extensively in proportion to the rest of their poems, we name 
Otway, Pomfret, and Spratt. 
In the poems of the first two, there is not so much of that 
extravagance of language. This, however, cannot be said of 
Spratt, who supposed that as Cowley was imitated, "perfection in 
the highest degree, and the noblest kind of writing in verse was 
approached." Accordingly, in his odes we have all the faults and 
beauties of Cowley. His admiration for Cowley found expres- 
sion in a poem, of which the following is an extract: 
"Cowley! what God did fill thy breast 
And taught thy hand t' indite? 
(For God's a poet too, 
He doth create, and so do you.) 
Or else at least 
What angel sat upon thy pen when thou didst write? 
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There he sat and moved thy hand 
As proud of his command 
As when he makes the dancing orbs to reel 
And spins out poetry from heaven's wheel." 
Congreve was the first to perceive the errors of his predeces- 
sors, and about 1705 he published two or three poems written in 
good imitation of Pindar. The poems are not noticeable for any 
other reason than that there is in them a praiseworthy attempt 
to secure regularity, and "to replace conceit with just thought." 
To Watts and Swift, noted writers of this period, this fanciful 
style was not suited, and they achieved no better success in it 
than poets of far less genius. 
In his "Alexander's Feast," a poem written for the celebra- 
tion of St. Cecilia's Day, 1697, Dryden achieved the greatest real 
success ever achieved by any poet in this form of composition. 
Others have lines and sometimes stanzas that are pleasing; but 
his poem throughout is of unapproachable beauty. Whence 
comes this superiority? "Alexander's Feast" is very irregular 
in verse and stanza; there are numerous changes and wild flights 
of the imagination, which but for one thing might seem blem- 
ishes. What is that one thing? It is that wonderful harmony 
of sound and sense in the poem, which thrills the soul like music 
and produces upon us something of the effect which Timotheus' 
lyre produced upon Alexander.    What could be more soothing? 
"Softly sweet in Lydian measures, 
Soon he soothed his soul to pleasures." 
Or what more stirring? 
"Revenge, revenge, Timotheus cries, 
See the Furies arise; 
See the snakes that they rear, 
How they hiss in their hair, 
And the sparkles that flash from their eyes!" 
This poem was altered for music by Mr. Hughes, a poet who 
himself wrote odes extensively. 
Dryden was imitated by the poets who followed him, in their 
odes written in honor of St. Cecilia. Of these, Addison and 
Pope came the nearest to producing anything that can be com- 
pared to "Alexander's Feast." 
Addison's ode contains many beautiful thoughts, but fails to 
create in us that glow of feeling which is kindled by Dryden's 
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ode and in a less degree by Pope's.   The following lines from 
Addison's ode are pleasing in thought: 
"Music, the greatest good that mortals know, 
And all of heaven we have below, 
Music can noble hints impart, 
Engender fury, kindle love; 
With unsuspected eloquence can move, 
And manage all the man with secret art." 
Pope"s ode written in honor of St. Cecilia is second only to 
Dryden's which he imitated to a marked degree. We are 
reminded of Dryden in the following: 
But hark! he strikes the golden lyre, 
And see! the tortured ghosts respire. 
See shady forms advance! 
One would be led to question whether Pope could have writ- 
ten as well as he did if he had not had Dryden to imitate. As it 
is, while he did not write an ode as good as Dryden's, yet there 
are passages in it of vigor and beauty. 
In 1746, Collins published a number of odes in which there is 
the regularity of Pindar. He was followed in 1755 by Gray, who 
also wrote in the true Pindaric style. This stand was suc- 
cessful. 
After Gray very few professed to write in imitation of Pindar, 
and the odes of those who did were not characterized by the 
peculiarities of the false Pindaric style invented by Cowley. 
—GRACE A. TARBOX, 1900. 
DOWN  WEBHANNET WAY. 
II.—A Village Poetess. 
HER house stood in an elm-shaded sweep of meadow in the 
outskirts of the straggling village. It was built by an 
eccentric sea-captain on his withdrawal from activity, and resem- 
bled nothing so much as the crouching figure of a long, lean dog, 
with a disproportionately large head, shaggy with heavy wood- 
bine, unless it were some geographical formation of foreign 
parts, where a long narrow sand-bar of an isthmus connected a 
bluff and a ledge, the bluff being the square story-and-a-half main 
house, the isthmus a one-story string of kitchens and store-rooms, 
and the ledge, the barn. It would have been a huge empty shell 
for most such tiny kernels as Miss Lisbeth, but she cheerfully 
kept the entire formation open and home-like, thereby distin- 
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guishing herself from all the neighbors within a mile, who in her 
solitary case would either have retreated into the bluff, aban- 
doning the sunny back rooms to the mice and spiders, or shut up 
the funereal fore-room and confined themselves to the isthmus, 
rendering society its dues in the immediate proximity of the cook 
stove. 
Not so Miss Lisbeth. The house was her trust, to keep open 
and make home-like, and a visit there was a revelation of simple, 
frank hospitality which neither vaunted itself nor sought to con- 
ceal anything. 
The house was the embodiment of its mistress' personality, 
from the kitchen table that reflected everything set on it to the 
holland curtains that were always pushed as high as the rollers 
would carry them. 
People do not, as a general thing, permit their scarlet runners 
to push their vivid blossoms into the store-room, between the 
slats of the closed blinds, nor allow a gorgeous mass of purple 
monk's-hood to waste its color among the plantains by the 
wood-shed steps. Miss Lisbeth regarded these accusing appari- 
tions with a content beyond placidity. The beans refused all mild 
assistance to a direct route to the eaves, and the monk's-hood 
had never been planted there. 
"When anybody goes past the wood-shed door, or when I 
go into the store-room," said Miss Lisbeth, "there they are, two 
beautiful things where you wouldn't expect them." 
A steady procession of flowers lingered through her rooms, 
from the earliest hepatica to the last golden-rod and gentians. 
Miss Lisbeth made each at home in its special vase,—feathery 
red timothy clouding a handful of starry white-weed in a blue 
bowl; scarlet columbines or shining yellow buttercups swaying 
among their dark leaves in an odd gray jar; innocents, roots, 
young grass and all that a tender trowel could gather at one 
thrust, massed in a low green shell; not a room in the house was 
without an out-of-doors visitor. 
I have never known any one else so eager and so grateful for 
revelations of another's experiences and wider knowledge of men 
and things. 
"You've opened a new gate," was Miss Lisbeth's shining- 
eyed comment once, when a little boy of a mechanical turn of 
mind had explained to her with enthusiasm the workings of his 
toy steam engine. 
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Her delight in her friendships never wearied, nor was her 
loyalty ever known to fail, even when the undemonstrative vil- 
lage people misunderstood her outspoken warmth of heart, and 
quoted a proverb about still waters and their depth. 
But most of all she loved the sights and sounds of out-of- 
doors. Once when Miss Lisbeth had a visitor from the summer 
colony, a gale from the northwest scattered the heavy gray can- 
opy that had curtained heaven for a week; the blue showed in 
flying glimpses, the wind rushed shouting through the upper air, 
and great heaped-up masses of mist fled beneath a clearing sky 
over the wooded ridge to the south. The unmown second grass 
fled past the window in long veering lines; the apple-trees in the 
rear behaved like staid old domestic bodies irreverently touzled 
by the elements as to their respectable shawls and over-laden 
market-baskets. The maples along the sidewalk resisted indig- 
nantly, their stiff symmetrical branches lashing out of their rust- 
ling domes in wild confusion,—a maple in a gale is not a pretty 
sight—but Deacon Humphrey's elms abandoned themselves to 
the tempest in every fibre, throwing their arms aloft from their 
surging tops and streaming along the blast as if they would leave 
their roots and ride down the wind like the gray clouds over- 
head, or the swallows careering uncontrolled high above the 
earth. Miss Lisbeth dropped her work and looked out with 
glowing face and deepening breath. 
"I'd like to be a musician and write the march o' the clouds," 
said she suddenly, with her matter-of-fact way of venting the 
most unheard-of ideas. 
"'T'would be like some of those old fuguing hymn-tunes, 
where the parts run by each other just the way the wind drives 
the mist." 
Her visitor sprang up and went to Miss Lisbeth's old square 
piano. 
"Like this," she said, and played Antioch, with a magnificent 
free action, the bass in booming octaves and the treble with 
unexpected trills and arpeggios, while Miss Lisbeth's face 
showed her delight in the girl's sympathy; and then she lifted her 
voice, surprisingly true and clear, in a hymn from the old Psalter, 
the solemn words rising above on the rolling music— 
"The Lord descended from above, 
And bowed the heavens most high, 
And underneath His feet he cast 
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The darkness of the sky. 
On cherubim and seraphim 
Full royally He rode 
And on the wings of mighty winds 
Came flying all abroad." 
Webhannet knew that Miss Lisbeth was the author of the 
verses that occasionally appeared in the Weekly Chronicle over 
the name of Mary Loring. Sometimes they spoke of her poems 
to her, but she was never at ease on that subject, and always 
turned the conversation quickly. Her songs were about the out- 
of-doors sights and sounds she loved, the little children she knew, 
and the legends of the country-side, of which no one along the 
coast had greater store than Miss Lisbeth. Once she laid down 
the newly opened Chronicle with a troubled face. 
"I don't know as I ought to do it," she said, as if she were 
thinking aloud. " But what makes me feel so ought to give the 
same feelings to everybody, and there are so many that never 
notice anything unless they have their attention called to it. 
Her poetry was her attempt to share with the heedless world 
the joy that throbbed in her own heart as the sight of the maples 
budding crimson against the April sky, or the note of the whip- 
poor-will from the alders in the hollow in the dewy June dark- 
ness. 
The Chronicle is not a paper of wide circulation. I am 
glad Miss Lisbeth's halting verses never came to the eyes of 
critics. You know there are sometimes children who speak a 
language of their own. It serves them to say almost everything 
they want to, and those nearest them understand, and even treas- 
ure the queer phrases, where strangers smile. 
One fall Miss Lisbeth began to notice that the sunsets were 
not so bright as they used to be, and was puzzled to find that 
though the leaves rustled after her skirts along the path, the 
maples looked as dense as ever. It seemed to grow dark very 
early, and when she took up her seam it was hard to find where 
she left off. The neighbors began to come to the door to meet 
her, and apologized for letting the children keep the entry in such 
a clutter that you could hardly find your way in. They began 
to drop in every day, and one or another would bring a plate of 
biscuits or a pie, so often that Miss Lisbeth merrily declared she 
did no cooking at all. 
Miss Lisbeth was almost the last to perceive what it all meant. 
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When the truth finally burst upon her darkening sight, there are 
no words for the chill terror that numbed her being. The doc- 
tor's wife was one of her most cherished friends, and to her Miss 
Lisbeth straightway went, crushing back her sickening dread 
with a bravery that was above pity. The doctor had a long talk 
with her, and then made prompt arrangements for a visit to a 
great oculist in the city, and together they spent an endless 
afternoon in his luxurious office. 
Miss Lisbeth asked for no decision, and the doctor took her 
home to his wife. Then she turned to him, and the blow she 
knew would come fell, dealt by a hand that suffered in the 
giving no less than she who bore it. There was no help in the 
power of man; but the doctor told her gently, with her hand 
held fast in both his worn, weather-beaten ones, and an instinct- 
ive certainty that the full truth was the deepest kindness, that 
she had not long to wait for a surer relief than any surgeon could 
bring. 
"You are a kind friend," said Miss Lisbeth, and lay back with 
a long, quivering breath, like the sigh of a tired child. 
They took her home, and there was scarcely a house in the 
village where some one did not shudder at the news, and go to 
the doctor eager to be of use. The women took turns in keep- 
ing the house, and spoke under breath of her wax-like neatness, 
and of the unceasing labor that had filled all her days. Not one 
but recollected kindnesses at the hands of this village idealist. 
They remembered that she had never been strong and well, 
though no one had ever heard her complain of a single ailment, 
and they whispered of her mother, whom she so much resembled. 
The doctor was right, and Miss Lisbeth did not have long to 
wait. She begged the women not to take so much trouble for 
her, and thanked them at every turn with a humble gratefulness 
that never grew self-conscious. And one winter morning, when 
the level light of the rising sun reddened the snowy meadow, and 
thrilled the naked branches of her elms with a purple glow, Miss 
Lisbeth waked from a deep sleep into a fairer dawn. 
"She's always lived so's she was contented to go and we was 
all sorry to have her," sobbed one of the watchers when the 
minister came. 
They laid a little manuscript book that they found in her 
bureau, in the frail hands, and Miss Lisbeth carried her poems 
with her.    But I think that in the fullness of her new life, our vil- 
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lage poetess has outgrown her limitations, and tells her deeper 
joy, no longer in a dialect of her own, but in the common lan- 
guage of the Kingdom. —M. E. MARK, 1900. 
A  DREAM. 
'Twas only a dream, yet I've wondered 
If, like the dreams of old, 
There was hidden in it a secret 
Which a prophet could unfold. 
So to obtain an opinion, 
While perchance give pleasure too, 
This strange dream of facts and fancies 
I'll try to sketch for you. 
The scene was our College Campus, 
Not as we see it to-day, 
But shining in all the beauty 
Of a mid-summer's perfect day. 
At the entrances were garlands 
From the choicest of nature's store, 
Ancient symbols of rejoicing, 
Placed at the temple's door. 
All over the grounds were arches 
Made from the living green, 
Entwined with the fairest flowers 
That mortal eyes have seen. 
The Chapel was a bower 
Of roses and lilies fair, 
Breathing their delicious fragrance 
On the balmy summer air. 
But stranger than all this beauty 
Was the crowd of people there, 
With their bright and happy faces, 
Without a trace of care. 
Laughing and talking together, 
As happy as they could be, 
The young and the old were mingling, 
A charming sight to see. 
But soon the bell began to chime, 
Which hushed that mighty throng, 
Then as with one accord they sang 
The words of that grand old song, 
"'Mid pleasures and palaces 
Though we may roam, 
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Be it ever so humble 
There's no place like home." 
Then when the song was ended, 
A voice spoke loud and clear, 
Of such exquisite sweetness, 
That I marvelled then to hear. 
"Welcome, thrice welcome, my children, 
On this our day of review, 
See!    Nature in all her loveliness 
Extends a welcome too. 
• 
"From the shores of Africa, 
Beneath that scorching sun, 
Thousands rise and call me blessed 
For what my sons have done. 
"There are books and many prizes 
Which to you have given fame, 
And to me, your Alma Mater, 
Added glory for my name. 
"Do you wonder why I've called you 
From lands both far and near; 
Called you lrom homes and duties 
To re-assemble here? 
"A mother's love, that power divine, 
Demanded to see her own, 
To tell you of the pride and joy 
Which the mother's heart has known. 
"From North to South and East to West 
Your praises have been rung, 
Until the dear old name of Bates 
Is known to every one. 
"Proofs of what you've accomplished 
Can be found on every hand, 
Not alone in this, our country, 
But in many a foreign land. 
"It would take me days to tell 
The half of what you've done. 
Let the sum be this one sentence, 
I am proud of every one. 
"And for my younger children 
The only prayer I've asked, 
Is for a future to be granted 
As great as in the past." 
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The beautiful voice ceased speaking, 
And the bell chimed the refrain, 
While all joined in with fervor, 
" God be with you, till we meet again." 
Faint and fainter grew the music, 
Till the picture was lost to sight, 
And I woke to find it a dream, 
Dispelled by the morning light. —P. M. S., 1900. 
THREE ESSENTIALS  IN  EDUCATION. 
WHAT should an education do for one? If people would 
cease straining themselves so much after details, and 
would occasionally reverse the field glass upon the scene, the 
accessory and secondary features would fade into the back- 
ground, and in bold relief would stand forth the essential charac- 
teristics. p Three essentials may not cover all the ground in edu- 
cation, but at least there is truth so far as we go. 
Such an education is certainly a failure which has not devel- 
oped the mental ability to reason independently. The truly 
educated person is not the one who has stuffed his head with 
facts, and has acquired this opinion upon a certain subject, and 
that, upon another,—but one with breadth of insight and inter- 
est, and mental training such that he can reason intelligently and 
accurately upon problems which life presses in ever-increasing 
numbers upon him. But such a statement seems trite, and the 
real question here is that of methods.    Shall we 
"Cram it in, ram it in, jam it in, 
Since children's heads are hollow," 
or is there some truth in the value set upon "apperception," by 
psychology ? The tendency of to-day is toward greater spon- 
taneity in education. At least the good result is being accom- 
plished of teaching the child by natural and not by forced or arti- 
ficial methods. In most cases, the one truly educative answer to 
inquisitive youth is another directive question. In this way facts 
arc assimilated, the meaning of which is clearer because each is 
not isolated, but seen, by the pupil, in its relations. 
But many a student is launched upon life, parchment in hand, 
and reasoning powers developed, yet not truly educated because 
he is still cramped, even in the capacity just mentioned, by un- 
removed prejudices and narrowness. In the public schools it is 
not too early to begin to teach the many-sidedness of truth, and 
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for the college student such teaching is a necessity. No grad- 
uate has been successfully educated, who goes forth from college 
walls with his little personality magnified and his prejudices 
strengthened. This absolute simplicity and openness of mind 
makes possible the direct path to truth. It does not preclude the 
holding of opinions, but of conceited or narrow ones, and is 
practically the essence of Christianity, a charity which "envieth 
not, vaunteth not itself, rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in 
the truth, beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all 
things." 
Education has certainly done somewhat for a man if it has 
sharpened the tools in his mental outfit, and left him a little 
cranial room to pack in somebody else's notions as well as his 
own. But the third essential in education is to teach him to 
utilize his powers and resources. In years gone by, many an 
idea, which might have been of practical value to the pupil in his 
education, had it received a stimulus to expression, dawned upon 
the young mind in vain, because unused. The greater aim 
among the best educators of to-day is to call forth more fully the 
expression of ideas. Not that the ideas are so valuable, but that 
the training afforded by their expression through any of the 
various mediums now offered in the schools is invaluable. The 
ideas may be partial and even false, but the teacher looks upon 
this phase in education as one means to an end, and that end the 
full development of the individual. 
Suffices it to say, that there is more hope for the optimist that 
the world is ever growing better, as the salient points are more 
firmly grasped and truer and more direct methods are introduced 
in modern education. —ALICE E. LORD, '99. 
/f pound ffpe (Udit©Fs'l>Gible. 
AS, in our various absences from the college, we mingle with 
the "world-outside,"—to borrow a Shaker phrase,—to 
many of us comes the discovery that it is somehow not easy to 
talk with those whom we cannot meet, as we can our fellow- 
students, on the common ground of college affairs; in a word, 
that we are not brilliant, not even fair, conversationalists. So, 
though with some misgivings lest these, like poets, are born 
rather than made, we immediately set about developing our 
powers of conversation. This is as it should be. Rut mean- 
while we ought not to forget that to listen well has been called as 
desirable an accomplishment as to talk well. Not a public 
speaker, not a musician, not a teacher, not a fine conversation- 
alist, but will testify to the inspiration gained from a conscious- 
ness of the presence of intelligent, sympathetic listeners. There 
may seem few opportunities, in our busy student life, for acquir- 
ing an easy, brilliant style of conversation ; but in recitations, in 
lectures, yes, even in chapel exercises, we may be forming those 
correct habits of listening which will form a part of that sym- 
metrical culture so much desired by every one of us. 
THE ability to make the most of little pleasures is an accom- 
plishment that usually receives a fair amount of attention 
among students. Half the glamour surrounding college life in 
the eyes of strangers springs from the abundance of improvised 
fun. It is the unexpected spread, the chance sing, the climb to 
the look-out on Mount David crowded in between the noon bell 
and the dinner bell, that flavor reminiscences to speaker and 
hearer alike. College is by all testimony the place for hearty 
extemporaneous frolics. There is no chance for a waste of time 
and strength in preparing for a simple good time, but those who 
have tried it admit, tacitly or otherwise, that all work and no 
play make Jack a dull boy and Jill a priggish, uncompanionable 
girl. There is no virtue in closing one's eyes, waiting for the 
large pleasures hoped for, to the every-day kernels of happiness 
in the path. Everyone has some passport from Hum-Drum 
Town, some escape from himself,—may be his violin, a book, his 
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own unaided fancy, or the common sights of out-of-doors. 
Happy the man in college or out, who is not obliged by his con- 
stitution or his habits to set a date and wind up his affairs and go 
apart from the world for a season to enjoy these privileges, but 
whose interests are so live and whose sense of proportion so just 
that the odd minutes are the "re-creation" times, and the needed 
relaxation is taken with no ascetic remorse for time wasted. 
WE think too little stress is laid on the importance of organi- 
zations which represent us abroad, and that it should be 
of interest to us that there are some who are willing to make 
extra efforts in behalf of the college. Our attention has recently 
been called to the reorganization of the College Orchestra and 
the newly-formed Mandolin and Guitar Club, and we desire to 
express our hearty approval. A practical method by which we 
as a college may show our appreciation, is by patronizing the 
talent right among us, when in need of music for special occa- 
sions, instead of hiring outside talent at such times. 
ABSORBED in the various duties and interests of college 
life, the student finds himself shut off, in a measure, from 
the busy world outside. But while he is thus temporarily 
removed from actual participation in active life, no student can 
afford to get out of touch with the world at large. He should 
endeavor to keep in sympathy with the interests of all classes, 
and be able to follow intelligently the course of events from day 
to day. He should watch the movements of the great nations 
of Europe, and note the progress of the world in distant lands. 
But especially should he endeavor to acquaint himself with 
the great political measures and political conditions of his own 
country. To be sure, American politics of the present time do 
not present the high standard of purity and integrity that we 
would like to see, but this can furnish no excuse for neglect on 
the part of the student. If corruption and bossism prevail, the 
greater is the need for the college students of our land to interest 
themselves in politics. To the average student it seems that there 
will be time enough for such matters after college life is over. 
But what is the purpose of a college education? Is it not to 
prepare one for the activities of life? And surely no student is 
fully prepared for life who is not prepared for citizenship.    At 
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the college as nowhere else can he study the political history of 
the world, and from the experiences of the past draw lessons for 
the guidance of the present. At college he finds every facility to 
study the great questions affecting our national welfare. The 
student owes it to his country to avail himself of these advan- 
tages. From the earliest period of our history to the present 
time the people have bestowed both care and money with lavish 
hand upon our higher institutions of learning. In return for this 
liberality they have the right to demand that the young men who 
step forth every year from these institutions shall be prepared to 
aid in deciding the great questions before us, and ready to take 
the lead in raising the standard of our political life. 
jtlmmm l^ourad-iafele. 
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WHY COHE TO BATES? 
To the Editors of the Student: 
COMMON topics on the surface of popular speech and 
thought do not always take hold deeply of life and conduct. 
The athletics of College, fittingly in the course and indispensable 
in due place and proportion, may nevertheless be over-empha- 
sized' in popular attention and reports. 
The STUDENT, I think, was led astray by popular, yet false, 
notions, when it contained in its last issue the following para- 
graph : 
"The course of  study seems   to  be  of  secondary 
importance to prospective students; it is to the ' College activ- 
ities' that we must look, to place our College at the head of the 
well-known institutions of learning. Not that we wish in any 
sense to detract from the value of study; but to state the facts: 
not the studies attract the Freshmen to our college walls, but 
rather, Base-ball, Foot-ball, the general Athletics, the Glee Clubs, 
the Literary Societies and all those things which we term out- 
side affairs,—these are the things by which young men and 
women are attracted, if at all." 
The Seniors in Sociology have made a test of the motives 
which brought them to Bates. The following attractions were 
suggested: 
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i. Base-ball. 
2. Foot-ball. 
3. General athletics. 
4. Glee clubs. 
5. Literary societies. 
6. The location of the College (because near home). 
7. Denominational character and connection of the College. 
8. Co-education. 
9. Observed results in scholarship. 
10. Because Bates specially sends out teachers. 
11. The personal work and solicitation of the President. 
12. Reputation of the Faculty. 
13. Influence of alumni, former teachers and others. 
14. Low scale of expenses. 
15. If other reasons, specify them. 
Fifteen girls and nineteen boys were present and gave 
answers to these inquiries, with the following results: 
Nine gave but one reason apiece. Of these three were in 
Bates because of its location near home. Two had come here 
because of denominational connection, and two because of the 
influence of alumni. One had chosen Bates simply because of 
the low expenses and one by reason of the President's solicita- 
tion. Including now these nine, with the other 25, who gave 
from two to six reasons apiece, the reasons may be grouped as 
follows: 
20 were attracted by the low expenses, 19 in connection with 
other reasons. 
14 by the location of the College, 11 along with other reasons. 
10 by the influence of alumni, 8 with other reasons. 
9 because of the denominational connection, 7 with other 
reasons. 
7 because, with other reasons, Bates has a reputation of fit- 
ting especially for the teaching profession. 
With three the reputation of the Faculty had weight; two 
observed results in scholarship, and two took the literary socie- 
ties into account. 
Not one mentioned base-ball, foot-ball, general athletics, or 
glee clubs. 
Whether these 34 seniors properly represent the whole Col- 
lege might easily be ascertained by a canvass of other classes. 
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But, if they do, as I think they do, then the direction of College 
work and College ambition, in order to attract students to these 
walls, should be along the following lines: 
i. To keep expenses low. Twenty were influenced by this 
consideration. No College assessment should lightly be decreed, 
whether for athletics, societies, class outings, class badges, canes, 
gowns, caps, or souvenirs of any kind; and the general custom 
and fashion should frown down display and expense. 
2. The undergraduates should see to it that the College 
stands well before the local community. Fourteen came to 
Bates because Bates is near their homes. No parents should 
ever see conduct on the part of Bates students that would make 
them refrain from sending son or daughter here. Rivalries 
between the town and the College should be avoided. The 
whole body of students should prize the home reputation and 
make it stronger. 
3. Ten were influenced by the alumni. Those who have 
received instruction at Bates know well its value. The alumni 
are loyal. The undergraduates need to reciprocate the interest 
which the alumni have in them, and should by every possible 
means keep the alumni informed concerning College life and 
College achievements. 
4. The denominational connection influenced nine. This 
is a thing to be proud of. Bowdoin is a denominational college; 
so is Colby; and Brown, and Dartmouth, and Tufts, and Yale. 
Back of the College is a large number of churches and homes 
looking especially to Lewiston and ready to send sons and 
(laughters here. These are all sources of strength. At the 
same time Bates is unsectarian and interdenominational. All 
denominations are at home here. 
5. Bates has been specially successful in furnishing eminent 
educators to our country. This fact is recognized, and seven 
felt the influence of the fact in choosing the College which they 
would attend. 
I do not say that athletics do not have value in advertising 
an institution and attracting a constituency. But it is easy to 
magnify and distort that value, and to overlook real forces, less 
prominent, yet more potent. —A. W. A. 
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PERSONAL. 
'69.—W. H. Bolster, D.D., has lately removed from Dorches- 
ter, Mass., and is now pastor of the Congregational Church in 
Nashua, N. H. 
'88.—W. L. Powers of Gardiner is vice-president of the 
Maine Ornithological Association and is also connected with the 
publication of the Association, as a member of its editorial board. 
'91.—W. S. Mason is principal of the High School at Epping, 
N. H. 
'91.—F. J. Chase, who is very successfully practicing law in 
Kansas City, Neb., is spending a few weeks in Maine and Lew- 
iston. 
'92.—Scott Wilson is City Solicitor of Deering, Me. 
'92.—C. A. Tuttle is principal of the High School at Nahant, 
Mass. 
'92.—A. P. Davis has just gone to succeed Rev. Mr. Twort 
as pastor of the Free Baptist Church in Lynn, Mass. 
'93.—E. J. Winslow has left Lyndon Centre, Vt., and is now 
sub-master and instructor in physics at Farmington, N. H., 
where he is doing exceptionally good work. 
'93.—A daughter was born on March 1st to Dr. and Mrs. 
Everett C. Perkins. 
'93.—L. A. Ross, formerly principal in Guilford, Me., is now 
principal of the Leavitt Institute, Turner, Me. 
'94.—Principal A. W. Small of Antrim, N. H., who recently 
visited the college, delivered a very interesting and instructive 
lecture on "Birds and How to See Them," at West Bowdoin, 
Wednesday, March 1st. Mr. Small is actively connected with 
educational work, and a short time ago gave a valuable talk 
on "Discipline" before the Contoocook Valley Teachers' Asso- 
ciation. 
'94.—S. I. Graves announces his engagement to Miss Gert- 
rude Matthews of Augusta.    The wedding will occur in June. 
'95.—W. A. Brown, principal of High School in Dexter, Me., 
was in town this month. 
'95.—Miss Dora Roberts of Auburn has recently accepted 
the position of assistant in the Lincoln Academy at Newcastle, 
Me. 
'95.—The wedding of Mr. Leonard G. Roberts of Boston and 
Miss Mary E. Leavitt of Cambridge, formerly of Lewiston, took 
place January 23d.    Mr. Roberts settled in the law business in 
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Boston a few years ago, having previously studied and prac- 
ticed law with Judge Drew of Lewiston. The couple will make 
their home at 14 Wells Avenue, Dorchester, Mass. 
'96.—A. B. Howard is settled pastor of the Free Baptist 
Church at South Danville, N. H. At the last Rockingham Quar- 
terly Meeting, held at Newmarket, he delivered a remarkably 
interesting and helpful address on the "Spiritual Life." His 
work is meeting with great success and approval. 
'97.—Everett Skillings is teaching in Montpelier, Vt. 
'97.—E. F. Cunningham is principal of the high school in 
Mattapoisctt, Mass. 
Saturday evening, March nth, several Bates graduates and 
friends gathered at the home of Everett Skillings, '97, for a few 
merry hours. Those present were—Everett Skillings, '97; Miss 
Gracia Prescott, '96; G. H. Conant, '98; Miss Emma Skillings, 
'98; Miss B. C. Hayes, '98, and Miss Mary H. Perkins, '98. 
'98.—W. S. Parsons has been compelled through ill health 
to give up his position as principal of the high school in Guil- 
ford, Me. 
'98.—Miss Emily Skillings is teaching in Vineyard Haven, 
Mass. 
'98.—Misses Farnum and Maxim are both teaching at 
Martha's Vineyard Island, Mass. 
'98.—Miss Bertha F. Files is home on her vacation from her 
school in Madison, Me., where she is assistant under E. M. 
Tucker, also of the class of '98. 
'98.—O. A. Toothaker has recently resigned his position as 
night editor on the Sun, and expects to begin his duties as prin- 
cipal of the Paris Hill Academy in the spring. 
The following are some of the visiting alumni of the past 
month: A. W. Small, '94; F. J. Chase, '91; W. L. Parsons, 
'98; Everett Skillings, '97; W. G. Brown, '95; and L. A. 
Ross, '93. 
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{local ©epaptment. 
ATHLETIC EXHIBITION. 
THE eighth annual Athletic Exhibition and third Indoor 
Meet was a grand success. City Hall was well filled with 
enthusiastic spectators, and the excellent showing made by the 
boys more than fulfilled their expectations, as was shown by 
many expressions of approval. 
The programme this year contained many new events, among 
the best being a class relay race which was won by the Class of 
1900. The interscholastic races were also a new feature and 
added much interest to the meet. The class drills were all 
exceptionally good and showed that much time and labor had 
been devoted to their preparation. The prize was awarded to 
the Class of 1901. 
But the most interesting part of the evening's entertainment 
was the game of basket-ball between the Bates team and the 
Portland Y. W. C. A. "Maroons." The two teams proved to be 
very evenly matched, and the game was exceedingly close 
throughout. Two fifteen-minute halves were played, with five 
minutes intermission. At the end of the first half the score 
stood sixteen to twelve in favor of the Portlands, several fouls 
having been called on the home team. The tide turned in the 
second half, however, and the Bates men gained steadily on their 
opponents, the game ending with the score twenty-seven to 
twenty-five in favor of Bates. 
The following is the programme of the evening: 
Selection. College   Orchestra. 
Club Swinging. Class of 1902, Harrington, leader. 
Swedish Horse and Spring Board. Putnam, leader. 
Dumb-Bell Drill. Class of 1901, Stuart, leader. 
Interscholastic Relay Race. 
Latin School—Howe, Hines, Bliss, Hayes. 
L. H. S.—Winn, Beedy, Dirgin,  Smith. 
Prize, silver cup, won by Latin School; time, 14 sec. 
Broad Sword Drill. Class of 1900, Stinchfield, leader. 
Class Relay Races. 1901 vs. 1902, won by 1902. 
'99 vs. 1900, won by 1900. 
Final won by 1900.    Time, 12 1-2 sec. 
Low Hurdles, won by Stinchfield, 1900; Moody, 1902, 2d; Call, 1900, 
3d.   Time, 4 sec. 
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Interscholastic 35-Yard Dash, won by Howe, Latin School; Bliss, 
Latin School, 2d.   Time, 3 3-5. 
High Hurdles, won by Stinchfield, 1900; Moody, 1902, 2d. Time, 
4 3-5- 
Thirty-five yard dash, won by Fowler, 1902; Elder, 1900, 2d. Time, 
3 1-2 sec. 
Potato Race, won by Donnocker; Moody, 2d.    Time, 53 3-5 sec. 
Basket-Bali Game, Bates vs. Portland Y. M. C. A. "Maroons." 
Score, Bates 27, Maroons 25. 
BATES
- "MAROONS." 
Halliday.                                  Forward. Chase. 
Richardson.                             Forward. Peterson. 
Jordan.                                      Center. Hadlock. 
Stinchfield.                                 Back. Belyea. 
Fowler.                                       Back. Sears. 
Goals thrown by Bates—Richardson 10, Halliday 4, Jordan 1. Goals 
thrown by "Maroons"—Chase 6, Hadlock 4, Peterson 4, Belyea 1. 
Umpire 1st half, Bolster; 2d half, Ross. 
GLIMPSES OF COLLEGE  LIFE. 
ARS GYMNASTICA. 
CANTO I. 
Long ages past, in smiling southern clime, 
Inferno"s realms of shades were sung in rhyme, 
And still to-day in college building old, 
When Monday, Tuesday, Thursday round have rolled, 
Once more dread tasks, ne'er ending, there are set 
And none excuse from Billy Bolster get. 
Behind the brick and stone of Hathorn Hall— 
A place of fear and dread to maidens all— 
There lies the Hades of these modern times, 
The subject of these mournful, heart-wrung rhymes, 
For gym work unrelenting summons sends, 
To his grim task instructor harshly bends. 
To enter Hades needs no special fit, 
To enter not requires a lawyer's wit. 
"Three hours a week," the stern official said. 
"Who works not now may work next term instead." 
CANTO II. 
The first sight there which meets the victim's eyes 
The monarch who doth all these tasks devise. 
Deceptive is his countenance so calm, 
Within there lurks so much the greater harm. 
A being of prodigious strength of limb, 
And ireful 'gainst the victims given to him. 
Forgetful once that in the past, he, too, 
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Before from Senior up to Faculty grew 
On days when hard by Monie pushed, he let 
No hours of gym work on his conscience fret. 
But now, supreme, he dictates what shall be, 
And subjects bow in silence to decree. 
Like Rhadamanthus of Tartarean field 
His law is all in all, not e'er repealed. 
His face belies him as a smile it wears 
When some poor victim worse than usual fares. 
CANTO III. 
The victims first assume peculiar dress, 
And woe to her who doth  this rule transgress. 
In long and trembling lines at stern command 
The Freshman, Soph'more, Junior maidens stand. 
"Count off."    They count with quaking, aching heart, 
For who must take the dreaded pivot's part? 
And who can tell her left hand from her right? 
O, pity them, in sad confusion's plight! 
And long, forced marches awkward squad must take, 
Nor line, nor step, nor rank, nor order break. 
Anxiety, grim care on every face, 
A smile or careless thought may bring disgrace. 
No rest or halt to tired limbs is given, 
Their joints work on as if with iron riven. 
Fear lends them strength; at last this torture o'er, 
"One, two, right face, open ranks, left face, three, four." 
Once more they bend unto their tasks in fright, 
No mercy there extends to luckless wight. 
* * * 
His direful wrath this day, is now appeased. 
The tired, fainting shades are then released. 
One thought alone for future brings relief, 
Their Hades may burn, that cause of all their grief. 
-Q., 19'. 
The basket-ball men recently elected Halliday, 1901, captain. 
A mandolin and guitar club has been organized with Willis, 
1900, as manager. 
Staples, 1900, preached at Wayne recently, in the absence of 
the regular pastor. 
E. B. Stackpole and J. N. Rogers, both formerly members of 
1900, visited the college recently. 
Tetley, Palmer, and Miss Coan were the judges selected by 
1901 for their preliminary declamations. 
Professor Stanton   entertained   the   Bates   Round Table at 
Cheney Hall, Monday evening, March 13th. 
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An indication of the approach of spring,—the skimpy state 
of the co-educational pathway across the campus. 
Mr. Knapp's first words after Professor Jordan's gentle hint 
concerning term bills were reassuring to some of us. 
President Chase made one of the speeches at the recent ban- 
quet of the Pine Tree State Club at the Brunswick, Boston. 
The college joins with 1900 in extending sympathy to Miss 
Ludwig, who was called home by the sudden death of her father. 
G. E. Healey, 1900, has been elected manager of the Male 
Glee Club to fill the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of 
Marr, 1901. 
First Junior—"Say, what sort of cake was that we had at the 
Junior reception?" Second Junior—"Angell cake, of course, 
you goose!" 
The Sop'homore preliminary declamations were given in four 
divisions, beginning Wednesday, March 15th. The time set for 
the prize division is March 24th. 
The Juniors meet for an hour a week to discuss any questions 
which may arise in the recitations in Political Economy. The 
exchange of ideas proves very helpful. 
The Bates orchestra, and Mr. Griffin as reader, assisted in 
the entertainment given at the Court Street Free Baptist Church 
of Auburn, Thursday evening, March 2d. 
Ex-President Cheney has a valuable "Experience Letter" in 
the Morning Star of February 23d, relating many stirring events 
in the history of Maine since his active life began, and his share 
in them. 
The committee on Senior parts have selected the following 
speakers for the annual Senior exhibition: Fuller, Palmer, 
Small, Wheeler, Calhoun, Hyde, Misses Chase, Coan, Hayes, 
Irving, Jordan, Lord, Rounds, and Thayer. 
The STUDENT acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the 
monograph on "The Universe, or The Secrets of the Sun and 
Stars," by Henry Raymond Rogers, M.D., of Dunkirk, N. Y. 
The treatise has been placed in the library. 
Bassett, '99, has resigned the presidency of the Athletic Asso- 
ciation, and has been elected manager of the Base-ball team for 
the coming season in the place of Wheeler, '99, who was obliged 
to resign, not being able to do the work with his other duties. 
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The Y. W. C. A. have elected the following officers to serve 
for the coming year: President, Miss Marr, 1900; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Miss Files, 1901; Recording Secretary, Miss Chase, 
1902; Corresponding Secretary, Miss Libbey, 1901; Treasurer, 
Miss Gosline, 1902. 
The college orchestra is doing good work, with Chase, 1900, 
as director, and Hunnewell, 1902, business manager. The make- 
up at present is as follows: 1st violin, Chase, 1900; 2d violin, 
Hunnewell, 1902; flute, Emrich, 1900; clarinet, Graffam, '99; 
cornet, Miller, 1900; trombone, Burke, 1901; piano, Demack, 
1901. 
As we go to press the announcement comes from President 
Chase that he has secured half the funds necessary for the new 
library building. The news was received by the students with 
high enthusiasm. The new library has been for a long time 
much desired, and now is an absolute necessity. May the end 
of the nineteenth century see it completed. 
Both Eurosophia and Polymnia enjoyed a departure from the 
usual programmes at recent meetings. In the former Professor 
Leonard addressed the members on "Color in Nature," while in 
the latter Professor Hartshorn showed his audience, by his vivid 
word-painting, scene after scene from the land of Burns and 
.Scott.    Both talks were exceedingly interesting. 
Notwithstanding the disagreeable weather on the evening of 
March 7th, a goodly number of the young ladies accepted Mrs. 
Hartshorn's invitation to a reception at her home. A part of 
the evening was spent in Spain, under the guidance of Miss 
Bartlett, whose fine collection of photographs was much enjoyed. 
Dainty refreshments were served, and the remainder of the even- 
ing was pleasantly passed in music and conversation. 
1900 passed one of the pleasantest evenings of their course 
at Professor Angell's home on the occasion of his customary 
reception to the Junior Class. After some time spent in pleasant 
chat and in endeavoring to solve the problems presented to them 
at every turn, a programme was rendered, consisting of a cornet 
solo by Mr. Miller; flute solo, Mr. Emrich; banjo duet, Mr. 
Willis, Mr. Healey; vocal solos by Miss Summerbell and Miss 
Carrie Miller; a quartette; and readings by Miss Parker and Mr. 
Griffin. Refreshments were served in the dining-room, after 
which Mr. Ayer, as toast-master, introduced as speakers Mr. 
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Call, whose subject was "Our Outlook in Foot-Ball"; Miss 
Sears, "School-Teaching in the Country"; and Mr. Packard, 
"Gymnasium Work—especially the Swedish Horse." Another 
solo was then given by Miss Miller, also one by an old lady of 
eighty-five, whom only a small portion of the class had met pre- 
viously. After an enthusiastic rendering of all the college songs 
in the book and a few as yet unpublished, the class trudged hap- 
pily home through six inches of snow with nine rahs on their 
lips and nine more in their hearts for Professor and Mrs. Angell 
and their daughter, whom they voted ideal entertainers. 
On  Wednesday   evening,    March    8th,    Piaeria   gave   an 
entertainment in the chapel.    Following is the programme: 
Piano Solo.—Selected. Mr. Demack. 
Reading—A Literary Nightmare.—Mark Twain. 
Mr. Griffin. 
Vocal Solo.—Selected. Mr.  Roys. 
Violin Solo—Romance and Bolero.—Dancla. 
Mr. Greenleaf. 
Reading—High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire.—Ingelow. 
Miss Goddard. 
Vocal Duet.—Selected. Miss Hayes and Mr. Roberts. 
Piano Solo.—Selected. Mrs.  Ludden. 
GIBSON PICTURES. 
The Gibson Girl. 
The Wonders of Palmistry, 
In which he is told he will marry a blonde who loves him, 
but he will have to speak quick. 
A Little Story, 
By a sleeve. 
Puzzle, 
Find the wife of the man who is telling the story. 
Their Presence of Mind. 
That  Delicious  Moment, 
In which you find you are to take out to dinner the girl 
who yesterday refused you. 
The Triumph of Genius. 
Two Blind Women. 
Puzzle, 
A funny story.    Find the Englishman. 
T 
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HE mastery of language is a faculty that is made, not born, 
and the student writer is to be congratulated who has 
attained such a grasp of English as to afford his reader the very 
delight of the original inspiration. Every one who has attempted 
to translate his ideas into writing, knows how the delicacy of 
thought vanishes, confronted with pen and ink and their accom- 
paniment of Sentimental Tommy's desperate quest for just the 
right word. James Barney in "Pater and the Renaissance" 
(Yale Literary Magazine), has succeeded in tracing the very path 
of an elusive thought, to judge by the pleasure the development 
of the theme unfolds. 
"The higher Cyrenaic theory of life, with its acceptance of all that 
is graceful in art and all that is noble in thought, appealed to the refine- 
ment of Pater. It presented infinite possibilities of subtle enjoyment 
with the cult of physical attractions, the activity of the senses and the 
rejection of the vulgar and the base For its followers, a graceful 
object had the same value as a noble action or a lofty thought To 
catch all the color, all the sensations, all the emotions, that administer to 
the most refined pleasure was the daily aim of their minds. 
The article directly following is in striking contrast to this 
portrayal of Pater, "The Leonardo da Vinci of the Nineteenth 
Century,"—"William Morris," "the Viking of English poetry 
and socialism." 
"The Death Mass," in the same number, is a sufficiently 
weird conception, but the diction is painfully modern and nervous 
for such a mediaeval subject. 
The Tennessee University Magazine has a sketch of "A Shop 
for Valentines" that shows a pretty fancy and a just sense of 
fitness. "Francois Villon" is an essay of rather more range of 
thought and freedom of expression than the average. 
During the last few weeks the Triangle (University of New 
York) has published a series of "Three lectures and an introduc- 
tion," upon "The College Man"; "The Grind," "The Idler," 
and "The Athlete," typical figures, recognizable in any student 
body. 
"Mignon," in the Undergraduate (Middlebury College) has 
beauty of vocabulary and description, besides originality of tone, 
but the author has left too much reading between the lines for 
completeness. 
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"The Philatelist," in the Tiltonian, deserves mention for its 
vigorous presentation of the benefits at hand to the class of col- 
lectors it interests. 
Wellcslcy Magazine brings store of good things. We quote 
with appreciation from its editorials, but congratulate the Welles- 
ley editor that her wail of dissatisfaction is so little applicable 
to her own journal. 
"It is the business of a college paper to present the best literary 
achievement of the college students. Whatever it be, the work must 
stand or fall on its own merit. Instead of writing fewer, we should write 
more verses, and write them happily and with the scrupulousness which 
is essential to any sincere expression in words." 
Two stories in the Wellcslcy, "The Count," and "A Matter 
of No Importance," hold touches true to life, and a genuine 
pathos. 
The Pharetra (Wilson College) prints a sketch entitled "An 
Every-Day Story," rilled with feeling and vivid description, but 
unhappily marred by the unvarying shortness of the sentences. 
The Haverfordian has an interesting account of English stu- 
dent life, which clears up many phrases and allusions obscure 
to American readers of "Tom Brown." 
"Recent Politics in the Light of Destiny," in the Amhcrst 
Literary Monthly, shows a spirit of interest in history present and 
past. 
Read "The Incidental Discipline of College Life," by T. 
Trotter, D.D., in the Acadia Athcnccwn. We need such addresses 
often to rouse us to the close association of the ideal and the 
practical, of aspiration and practice. 
We welcome the Red Man and Indian Helper (Carlisle) to the 
reading-room and exchange table. 
THE ORCHESTRA. 
The Strings. 
We sing of life and of love and of hate, 
Of thoughts that are small, 
Of thoughts that are great, 
Of endless time and of changeless fate 
We sing—exultant sing. 
The Wood-Wind. 
We whisper of things that live and please, 
Of the twitter of birds, 
Of the murmur of trees, 
Of the soothing breath of the evening breeze, 
We whisper—whisper low. 
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The Brass-Wind. 
We sound of the valor and might of man, 
Of what he has done, 
Of what he can, 
Of the end of the war, of when war began, 
We sound wild-toned and loud. 
The Full Orchestra. 
I throb with life, 
I sob with death, 
I whisper of love in the self-same breath, 
I sound of eternal fame. 
I sigh—I moan, 
I wail—I shriek, 
I murmur with joy,—I laugh,—I speak, 
Ever—yet never—the same. 
—IV. G. Leland, Brunonian. 
SELF-KNOWLEDGE. 
There comes the breath of soul to earthly clay, 
When first Fate's heavy hand thrusts one aside 
From out the ranks, to watch the pulsing tide 
Of life sweep on, and leave him by the way. 
Night conies with phantom wings to mock the day, 
And folds him closer to her chilling side, 
And says, "Henceforth together we abide; 
Thou art alone,—alone thou art for aye." 
Affrighted, awed by his inheritance 
Of self, the human craving in him cries 
For one warm touch, one single kinship glance, 
But back upon him crowd his deep-torn sighs 
From out the dark.    Then, rising from the sod, 
He stands erect, himself, alone with God. 
—Wellesley Magazine. 
LINES. 
When the year is growing mellow, 
Summer's birds are on the wing, 
Dark against the sunset's yellow, 
To the Southland hastening. 
And the wander-spirit urges, 
As the migrant hosts depart. 
"Quit your life's contracted verges; 
Up and with them, idle heart." 
Yet although the message spoken 
In my soul awakes refrain, 
Well I know my wings are broken, 
I may never fly again. —Amherst Lit. 
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THE ESTHETIC STUDENT. 
I cannot study in the balmy Spring, 
When gentle sunlight steeps with gold the green, 
And Nature's beauties longing to be seen, 
Call forth with jocund voice each living thing. 
I  cannot study  when the heavens  fling 
From black foreboding clouds a liquid sheen,— 
A dreary veil of woe, whose folds between, ■ 
Earth's features gaze, convulsed with sorrow's sting. 
I cannot study where the sultry Sun 
Glares down in fury o'er the hapless land, 
Nor when in drear midwinter, coldly bland, 
His smiling course in heatless warmth is run. 
My soul is too refined for such a lot. 
Let common mortals study; I cannot. 
—Miami Student. 
DUP ©ook-(§}peIf. (a 
Unless we have successfully tested our powers by reading "The Black 
Cat," "The Tell-Tale Heart," or some work of that class, we had better 
read "The Turn of the Screw," the first of two stories that compose 
The Two Magics,' before night. The writer considered himself proof 
against anything supernatural, on paper at least, but is obliged to con- 
fess to a shudder of horror while reading this work. By the way, the 
author, Mr. Henry James, seems to have developed an appetite for the 
horrible of late. That the work is written with rare literary skill must 
be confessed without reservation. Miles and Flora, two children of 
exquisite beauty and refined manners, have no one to care for them 
except a young governess and an old servant. Before the coming of 
the new governess, who is the story-teller, Miles has come under the 
influence of his uncle's unscrupulous valet, Peter Quint, and Flora 
under the influence of Miss Jessel, a former governess, who has con- 
spired with Quint. At the beginning of the action Quint and Miss Jessel 
are dead, and their ghosts appear, even in daylight, to the new governess. 
We are horrified with her when we learn that the children not only saw 
the apparitions, but liked to see and if possible get close to these corrupt 
spirits. They "enjoy being haunted—desire to become base according 
to the tuition of Peter Quint and Miss Jessel." By deceiving their gov- 
erness in every way possible they gain the desired communion with these 
destroyers, who, incalculably vicious themselves, try to ruin the souls of 
the children. The second piece is of altogether different calibre, though 
there is little in it worthy of remark. 
Humorists, so-called, have sprung up by the score since the coming 
of Bill Nye and Mark Twain, misguided, apparently, by the idea that 
anybody can be funny. No words of mine are needed to show the error 
of this,—the works of nearly all of them proclaim it. But Mr. Dunne, 
of the Chicago Journal, must be ranked among the foremost humorists of 
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the modern world. A keen sense of the ludicrous, in whatever relation- 
ship it is displayed; a good command of the humoristic vocabulary; witty 
and fantastic conceptions, all combine to make his observations intensely 
laughable. Mr. Dooley: In Peace and War2 is one of the very few read- 
able humorous works that have come under the writer's notice. Prob- 
ably the "Dooley" paragraphs are familiar to nearly every one who 
reads the daily newspapers. Mr. Dooley is supposed to be a prosperous 
saloon keeper, living on the Archey Road in Chicago, and, having been 
twice outside his ward during the last twenty-five years, considers himself 
eminently fitted to pass judgment upon anything that comes to his 
notice, "from military strategy to women." The humor is sustained 
throughout. 
We have just received from The Terry Engraving Co., a neat and 
very attractive little book, entitled Nature Songs and Stories' by Harriette 
M. Mills and Elsie A. Merriman. This book is designed for the children 
in the home, school, and kindergarten. Believing that the mind of the 
young child is best awakened to intellectual and moral consciousness by 
the various operations of nature, the authors have vividly set forth the 
beauties of nature in dainty verses, charming stories, buoyant songs and 
attractive pictures. The subjects introduced are spring, autumn, winter, 
the birds, the flowers, the clouds, and subjects for prayers and hymns. 
The plan of the work is unique. The general idea, although not fol- 
lowed out in every instance, is to introduce the thought by a short poem, 
followed by an interesting story; the whole idea to be interpreted through 
the bright song which follows the story. The book is profusely illus- 
trated in a way to attract the eyes of the little people. We believe that 
this work is beneficial in modern juvenile education, and that it will 
prove to be a valuable assistance to those who have the education of the 
young mind in their care. 
A Laboratory Manual in Astronomy* has been received from Ginn & 
Co., that cannot fail to be a very useful text-book. It is evidently 
designed as a laboratory manual for beginners, and as such is exceed- 
ingly well written and arranged. Much of the work can be accomplished 
by a small telescope, with an object-glass not larger than two inches. 
Considerable space is given to directions for constructing home-made 
astronomical instruments, such as the circle, the transit tube, etc. The 
book is within the comprehension of any one who has taken even a very 
elementary course in astronomy. The explanations are very clear and 
precise. 
'The Two Magics, by Henry James.    The Macmillan Co.    $1.50. 
2Mr. Dooley; In Peace and War.    Small, Maynard & Co.   $1.25. 
8 Nature Songs and Stories, by Harriette M. Mills and Elsie A. Mer- 
riman. 
4 A Laboratory Manual in Astronomy, by Mary E. Byrd.    Ginn & Co. 
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The students at Wellesley presented the French comedy, 
"L'amour Medecin," in the Barn, January 21st. The major 
share of the proceeds, $110, goes to supply books for the French 
library. 
The Y. W. C. A. of Middlebury College raises money for 
Northfield expenses by a course of three lectures given by mem- 
bers of the Faculty. The college girls assisted Santa Claus in 
his visit to the town, enabling him to reach one hundred and 
seventeen children whom he would otherwise have missed. 
Harvard will soon possess a building for the social centre of 
the university, with the religious societies as a basis. The idea 
of this originated with Bishop Brooks, whose name the new 
building is to bear. The Christian association, St. Paul's So- 
ciety, the Religious Union, and the Catholic Union will have 
rooms in the house. 
At Miami University the semi-annual examinations are con- 
ducted in the regular recitation periods. For instance, if you 
have a study running four hours each week, the professor may 
use all these for examination periods, or if satisfied with one 
hour, leaves you at liberty for the rest of the week. If you fail 
to pas's during the regular hours and a second examination is 
called for, the professor may say, "One dollar, please." 
Colby's new scientific building is a large stone building with 
red trimmings, situated on the southern part of the campus a 
considerable distance from the street.    It is nearly completed. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. m 
'©use. 
Young Men's Nobby Clothing a Specialty. We Carry the Largest Stock. 
"   Nai We me the Lowest Prices. 
BLUE  STORE,    -   -   -   Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers. 
Hathaway, Soule &o Harrington's 
Men's Fine Shoes. 
FESSENDEN I. DAY, ^ 
Journal Block. 
STEPHEN LANE FOLGEE, 
200 Broadway, 
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry. 
Club asd College Pics and Bings. 
Sold and Silver Medals. 
NEW YORK. 
COOK & WEST, 
No. 81 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
Local Agents for the 
Massachusetts Mutual Life 
Insurance Company, 
OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
One of the most conservative and fair-dealing com- 
panies in New England, as it is regulated by the 
Massachusetts Insurance Laws. Paid up and Cash 
Values fixed by the State and Written in the Policy. 
We also have a fine line of companies for 
FIRE  INSURANCE. 
State Agents for the New Edition of the 
Standard Dictionary 
Which is undoubtedly the best dictionary 
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COOKED TO ORDER at any hour of 
Day or Night. 
HOME-MADE PASTRY of all kinds. 
150 Main St., Opposite Lisbon St. 
C. H. GOODWIN & SON. 
OPEN   ALL   NIGHT. 
LOWERS 
For all occasions at 
>   GREENHOUSES, 
^JA    Main Street, 
TELIPHONI CONNECTION. LEWISTON. 
IV BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
LATIN   SCHOOL. 
Tliie Institution Is located In the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special obicct of the school is to pre 
pare students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College 
course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the qualifications to enter. The school Is situa- 
ted near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association with 
students of more advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first year, or third class; 
the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The classes are so arranged that students 
can enter the school at any time during the year. 
BOARD   OF   INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY  F.  FR1SBEE, A.M., PH.D., PRINCIPAL, Teacher of Latin and Greek. 
GOLDSMITH   H.   CONANT, 
Teacher of Latin and History 
G.   M.   ROBINSON,   .   .      Teacher of Elocution 
ARTEMAS  W.   WING,   Teacher of Mathematics 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. 
OSCAR C. MERRILL, Teacher of Mathematics 
A. G. CATHERON, .... Teacher of Latin 
V. E. RAND, . . . Teacher of Mathematics 
C.  S.   CALHOUN Rhetoric 
I.   F.   FRISBEE,   Principal. 
COBB   DIVINITY   SCHOOL, 
'     A   DEPARTMENT   OF   BATES   COLLEGE. 
FACULTY. 
GEORGE   C. CHASE,  D.D.,  LL.D., PRESIDENT. 
REV.  JAMES   A.   HOWE,   D.D.,   DEAN, 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics. 
REV.  BENJAMIN   F.   HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology. 
REV.  ALFRED   W.   ANTHONY,   A.M.,  SECRETARY, 
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism. 
REV.  HERBERT   R.   PURINTON,  A.M., 
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation. 
REV. ARTHUR   E.   COX,   A.B., 
Instructor In Church History. 
GROSVENOR   M.   ROBINSON, 
Instructor In Elocution. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 18711. It occupies Roger Williams 
Hall, a new and l>eautiful building, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian Church, and to give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and in the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.  
THE   BIBLICAL   TRAINING   SCHOOL. 
This school was established by vote of the Trustees, June 27,1894, to provide for the needs of students 
not qualified to enter the Divinity School. Its students have equal privileges in the building, libraries, 
lectures, and advantages already described. Its classes, however, arc totally distinct from those of the 
Divinity School, the students uniting only in common chapel exercises and common praver-nieetings 
This department was opened September 10,1895. The course of study is designed to be of practical 
value to Sunday-school superintendents, Bible class teachers, evangelists, and intelligent Christians gener- 
ally, as well as to persons who contemplate the ministry. 
Certificates of attainment will be granted to those who complete the course. 
GO   TO 
•^sssw^Anthoine Optical Co., 
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EYE   SPECIALISTS, 
J Eyes Tested Free and Glasses Correctly Fitted. 
122 Lisbon Street,  LEWISTON,   ME. 
Money refunded If you are not satisfied. 
We solicit the most difficult cases. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
C. 0. Morrell Shoe Co. 
Are the most up-to-date 
shoe dealers in town. 
COME    AND   SEE   THEM. 
Don't forget the place, 
C. 0. MORRELL SHOE  CO., 
Cor. Lisbon and Hain Sts., 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
W. II. TIBHKTTS, Manager. 
EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S., 
Dentist,——■*■*■* 
No.  1  Lyceum  Block, Lisbon   Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
DR. W. II. THOMAS can be found at 
Dr. White's Office. 
CHANDLER   &  WINSHIP, 
Books, Stationery, etc., 
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
HOLDER & FROST, 
.. JHEBGHHHT TAILORS. 
WE ABE 
165 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS THIS SPRING, 
and are making a sweeping reduction In 
prices to close out stock. 
CLAY WORSTED SUITS,  $22. 
SERGE SUITS FROM $18 TO $24. 
FANCY SUITS FROM $18 TO $25. 
TROUSERS   FROM   $5   TO   $7.50. 
CUT FLOWERS^ FLORAL DESIGNS 
 AT  
»  GREENHOUSES, 
C-yA  Main Street, 
TELEPHONE CONNECTION. 
LEWISTON. 





Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
Invention Is probably patentable. Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without cluirge. in the 
Scientific American. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir- 
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, t3 a 
year: four months, $1.  Sold by all newsdealers. 
MUNN & Co.36tn—'— New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 
J.   P.   MURPHY, 
MANAGER. 
Wholesale Dealers 
and Workers of v Granite, Marble, and All Kinds of Freestone, 
2 to 10 Bates Street, Near Upper M. C. R. B. Depot, 
L.EWISTOIM,      IN/IEC. 
Estimates furnished on 
application. 
TolophOEO Ho. 300-4. 
VI BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
•   CHARLES  A. ABBOTT,  • 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, &c. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,     - Lewiston, Maine. 









21 LISBON STREET, 
LEWISTON. 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A SPECIALTY. 
GERRISH'S DRUG STORE, 
E. H. OERRISII, Proprietor, 
145 Lisbon St., Corner Ash St. 
Drugs, Hedicines, Toilet Articles, 
Perfumes, etc. 
Also, Agent for Roak's Greenhouse. 
Everything first-class.     Call in and see me if 
you need anything in my line. 
O.   A.   NORTON, 
Coal and W^ood, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
OVFZOII, S3   ASH STIII-M-:'!'. 
Yard on Line of M. C. II. B., between Holland and 
Elm Streets.   Telephone No. 112-2. 
30  Bates St., Lewiston, 
DEALER IN 
* Sample and Damaged Shoes. 
Discount to Students. 
REPAIRING   NEATLY   DONE. 
D. D. MERRILL. JOHN C. WOODKOW. 
IGH ST. LAUNDRY 
• • 
D. D. MERRILL  & CO., Prop'rs. 
FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS. 
Teams will be run to and from 
the College, collecting Tuesdays and 
delivering Fridays. 
Bundles may be left at Room 29, 
Parker Hall. 
D. D. MERRILL & CO., 
Auburn,   Maine. 
University of Maine School of Law, 
LOCATED     AX     BANGOR. 
Two years' Course, leading to the degree of LL.B, The degree of LL.M. conferred after one 
year's post-graduate work. Two resident professors and five non-resident lecturers. The 
Harvard or " case " system of instruction used. The Moot Court a special feature. Furnishes 
a thoroughly practical training.    For announcement containing full information, address 
GEO.   E.   GARDNER, Dean, Bangor,  Me. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
BATES COLLEGE, 
LEWISTOJST,  ME. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND   GOVERNMENT. 
GEORGE  C.  CHASE, D.D., LL.D., 
PHK8IDENT, 
Professor of Psycholegy and Logic. 
JONATHAN  Y.   STANTON, LITT.D., 
Professor of Oreek and Latin Languages. 
THOMAS   L.   ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
JOHN   H.   RAND,  A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
LYMAN G.  JORDAN, PH.D., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
WILLIAM   H.   HARTSHORN, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature. 
REV. CURTIS M. GEER, A.M., PH.D., 
Knowlton Professor of History and Economics. 
GROSYENOR  M.  ROBINSON, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
FRED   A.   KNAPP, A.B., 
Instructor in Latin. 
MERTON   C.   LEONARD,  B.S., 
Instructor in Physics 
CLARENCE G.   HOAG, A.B., 
Instructor in English. 
GOLDSMITH  H.  CONANT, A.B, 
Assistant in Chemistry and Physics. 
CAROLINE A. WOODMAN, A.M.,S.B., 
Librarian. 
W.   W.   BOLSTER, JR., A.B., 
Director of the Gymnasium. 
CLASSICAL   DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: 
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's /Eneid •, four books of Cajsar; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's 
Latin Composition ; Latin Urammar (Harkness or Allen & Oreenough). GREEK: In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis ; 
two books of Homer's Iliad ; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Composition ; Goodwin's or Hadley's Greek Grammar. 
MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or equivalents. ENGLISH : 
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and in English Literature the works set for examination for 
entrance to the New England Colleges. 
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other colleges. 
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednes- 
day preceding Commencement, and on Monday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. 
The examinations for admission to College will be both written and oral. 
Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of 
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
JOSEPH GILLOTTS 
STEEL PENS. 
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878 and 1889. 
HIGHEST AWARD, CHICAGO, 1893. 
For Fine Writing, Nos. 303,170, 
004 E. F. For General Writing, 
332,404,001E. F., 1044,104o, 
1046. For Broad Writing, 1008, 
1009,1043. For Vertical Writ- 
ing, 1045 (Verticular), 104G 
(Vertigraph).    And otogjte ail 
m 
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« FisK Teacliers^ Hgencies 
EVERETT 0. FISK &, CO., 
PROPRIETORS. 
Send to any of the following: addresses 
for Agency Manual Free. 
4 Ashburton Place, BOSTON, MASS. 
15C Fifth Avenue, NEW YOHK, N. Y. 
1041 Thirty-Second St., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
8Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, III. 
25 King Street, West, TORONTO, CAN. 
414 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
730 Cooper Building, DENVER, COL. 
420 Parrott Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
525 Stimson Block, Los ANGELES, CAL. 
MAIN STREET SHOE STORE, 
J. T. RICHARDSON, Prop'r. 
The popular-price Shoe Man and WHY?   Because: 
Style and Durability with moderate prices are 
found in my regular stock.    And my " bar- 
gain lots" offer exceptional value at 
phenomenally low prices. 
137 Main Street, -  LEWISTON,   ME. 






Sign, GOLD HAT, 
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Streets, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
CLOTHING CLEANSED, REPAIRED, and 
PRESSED. 
Ladies' Work a Specialty. 
F.   S.   FOUNTAIN,   Tailor 
30 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
Over Whitney's Drug Store. 
STUDENTS   OF   BATES ? 
I beg to call your attention 
to my very complete line of 
Clothing:! Furnishings. 
It is for your interest, of course, to trade where 
you can get satisfaction in lit, quality, and price. 
I   CAN   GUARANTEE   YOU   SATISFACTION 
If you will take the trouble to look my line over.    I am POSITIVE you will be convinced 
of this fact.   If there is a possible chance of bettering yourself why not accept it? 
My ready-to-wear stock is quite complete and well selected.    The same may be Bald of my 
Furnishing Department. 
IN   MY   CUSTOM   DEPARTMENT 
you will find the largest and best selected assortment of patterns and colorings to 
be found in the two cities.   My Worsted I'antings are particularly fine. 
I respectfully solicit your inspection, and assure you of courteous treatment. 
Very respectfully yours, 
FRED C. MOWER, Clothier, 
AUBURN,     IN/IE. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. IX 
WE HAVE SECURED THE ACENCY 
FOR   THE   FOLLOWING   PUBLICATIONS, 
which arc of especial interest and value to college students. 
Pros and Cons  (for Literary and Debating Societies),      = $1.50 
New Dialogues and Plays (adapted from popular authors'  works), 1.50 
Three-Minute Declamations for College Men,       - 1.00 
Three-Minute Readings for College Girls,              1.00 
Henry's High School Question Book with Answers,          -       ■       - 1.50 
Recent Civil Service Examination Questions with Answers,    -      - 2.00 
For further particulars apply to 
BUSINESS   MANAGERS. 
STUDENTS! 
Our advertisers show their interest in us by- 
advertising. Show your interest in them by trad- 
ing with them. In writing to or dealing with 
them mention the fact that you saw their 
advertisement   in  the   STUDENT. 
Bales College Bookstore. 
New and Second-Hand College Books, 
Stationery, etc. 
ATHLKTIC SUPPLIES. Running Suits, Run- 
ning and Jumping Shoes, Sweaters, Jerseys, 
Indian Clubs, Dumb-bells, Tennis Supplies, etc. 
31 PARKER HALL, Bates College. 
FOR  SALE! 
We have on hand a few 
Certificates from the 
Bridge Teachers' Agency, 
which can be had upon 
application to 







Hon. D.J. Brewer, Justice of U. S. Supreme Court, 
says: " I commend it to all as the one great stand- 
ard authority."     
It excels in the ease with which the eye finds the 
word sought; in accuracy of definition; in effective 
methods of indicating pronunciation ; in terse and 
comprehensive statements of facts and in practical 
use as a working dictionary. 
Specimen pages, etc., sent cm application. 
_G. & Ci Merriam Co., Publishers, Springfield, Mass., U. S. A. 
W INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 
X BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
BE SURE YOU ARE RIGHT, 
THEN  GO   AHEAD. 
We are the headquarters for 
* 
Trunks,   Bags, 
Valises,  and 
Suit Cases. 
Largest Stock, Lowest Prices. 
Special Price to Students. 
COVELL'S HARNESS  SHOP, 
313 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
R. W. CLARK, Pharmacist; 
-«%. Drugs, Chemicals, and 
Chemical Apparatus. 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY. 
258 MTorlTLtes, LEWISTON, HE. 
DR. F. J. BONNEY, 
—-*-. Dentist, 
Corner Main and Lisbon Sts., LEWISTON. 
Crown and Bridge Work at Low Rates.    The Best 
Artilicial Teeth only $5.00 per Set.   Teeth Filled. 
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.   Gas Free. 
STUDENTS! 




Spring  Locks, 
or any article of 
HARDWARE 
will do well to call on 
GEORGE A. WHITNEY & CO., 
Successors to JOSEPH II. DAY, 
235  Main Street, LEWISTON,   ME. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 20 LISBON ST.,    - LEWISTON. 
Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty. 
Boston University Law School, 
NEW HALL, ASHBURTON PLACE. 
4:00    SludenU. 
EDMUND  H.  BENNETT, LL.D., DEAN. 
Opens Oct. 6,1898. Boston, Mass. 
STUDENTS in neeil of anything in 
^i   the line of  BOOK- 
BINDING   can be assured  of satisfactory 
work at a moderate price, at 
J. D. GILBERT'S 
BOOK=BlNDERY, 
•Sjfc. 
in Journal Block, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
., ( Protect your family, 
If YOU Wailt tO   Provide for the future, 
' ( Secure low rates, 
Insure while you're young 
.MAINE 
BENEFIT LIFE flSSOGIHTIQH 
OF AUBURN,  ME. 
OK THE NATURAL PREMIUM  PLAN. 
Cash Assets, $130,000.00. 
Paid Beneficiaries, $1,500,000.00. 
Send for applications and circulars. 
Agents wanted at liberal terras. 
OEO. C. WINO, 
President. 
M. F. BICZEB, 
Munager. 
M. W. EAEBIS, 
Sec'y and Treai- 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. XI 
THE BEST IS NONE TOO nnnn F°-■*»gfgiSgSSi- 
FOOTWEAR This coming year we are determined to give any one from BATES the most Service- able, Stylish, and Up-to-Datc  
at the smallest prices that such goods can be bought for anywhere.   Yours for Good Shoes. 
Ricker, Foss & Despins Co.,,""""* 
SIGN,    BIG   GOLD    BOOT. 
:\A/ISTOINJ, rvii 
FOR 
A BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ATTEND  THE Bliss Business College 
AND 
SCHOOL  OF SHORT-HAND. 178 Lisbon Street, 
ELLARD BUILDING, "Actual business from start to finish."   Latest up-to-date mcth- 
T TTuriOTAW     TWIT olis ani' thoroughly practical in every detail.   Students 
....   ^wioiuiv,    m.iu. assisted to situations.   Call or write for Catalogue. 
The Atkinson Furnishing Go. 
Complete House Furnishings 
of Every Description. 
220 Lisbon Street,   -   - -  LEWISTON,   ME. 
ALBERT   E.   NYE, 
• • Photographer, 
138 Lisbon  St., LEWISTON,   ME. 
Special attention given to LARGE GROUTS, 
FLASH-LIGHT WORK, INTEHIOHS, AND 
VIEWS.    Prices Reasonable. 
The Union Oil Co., 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
KEROSENE OILS, GASOLENE,    NAPHTHA. 
Two Grades of Oil always Carried in Stock. 
Try the Better  Grade of Oil.     It will Give 
More Light.     A Five-Gallon Can Fur- 
nished Each Customer. 
Goods Delivered within the City Limits of Lewlston 
and Auburn. 
Your Patronage is Solicited. 
HOLMAN GOULD, Prop'r, 
11   Miller Street,     -    AUBURN,   ME. 
The Shaw Business College 
and SHORT-HAND  SCHOOL. 
Portland, Augusta, Bangor, and Houlton, Me. 
Actual Business by mall and railroad. Office 
Practice for beginners. Book-keepers, clerks, and 
stenographers furnished to business men. Free 
catalogue. 
F. L. SHAW, Pres., Portland, Me. 
W.   H.   TARBOX, 
ANi>
FIRST-CLflSS Watchmaker, Jeweler, 
ENGRAVER. 
All work promptly attended to, and 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
193 Main Street, LEWISTON,  ME. 
Go to 




TRUNKS,   BAGS, 
"•■» «   u  «■ w^v^** 
HARPER & G00GINC0., 
Coal & GUood 
138 Bates  Street, 
57  Whipple Street,     LEWISTON,  ME. 
*Ii BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
if We Had Homing u Htfvertise 
44- ■ MM MM MM 
we should not pay for this space, but we have 
The 
THE    FINEST   STUDIO 
and are making 
Best and Host Stylish Work in 
New England, 
and we want you to know of these facts—that explains why we buy 
this page in the u STUDENT."    Now the next best ad is to have you 
come in and see our new place, and this we cordially invite you and 
all your friends to do.   We have the 
ENTIRE TOP FLOOR 1H JOURNAL BLOCK, 
ENTRANCE  ON   LISBON STREET, 
Opposite the Electric Railroad Waiting Room. 
TAKE  ELEVATOR. 
"We shall still make a specialty of 
Students'   Work, 
Graduation   Pictures, 
and    Groups, 
and have the best backgrounds and accessories to be found. 
We still carry a complete line of 
CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES FOR THE AMATEUR; 
and also DEVELOP AND FINISH   FOR THEM. 
We have a DARK ROOM   FOR   THE   FREE   USE   OF   OUR   PATRONS   AND 
VISITORS.     All Negatives Made by Curtis & Ross and Flagg & Plummer, at J38 
Lisbon Street.   "We have moved to our New Studio and duplicates can be had. 
FLAGG   &   PLUMMER, 
THE LEADING   PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
Journal  Block,   LEWISTON,   ME. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. xiii 
THE CARMAN-THOMPSON COMPANY, 
• Manufacturers, Jobbers, and Retailers of 
Steam £ Hot Water Heating Apparatus, 
BOILERS,  ENGINES,  PUMPS,  SHAFTING,   PULLEYS,   HANGERS, 
STEAM PIPE AND BOILEK COVERINGS. 
STEAM   FITTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS,   AND   ENGINEERS'   SUPPLIES. 
E. S. PAUL, President. 
GEO. F. THOMPSON, Treas. and Mgr. c 42 to 48 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
HENRY C. WESTON, 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers. 
First-Class Goods at Lowest Prices. 
276 Main Street,  -   Opp. St. Joseph's Church. 
REPAIRING   A   SPECIALTY. 
•paaimuenSsjCBMnj SBDUJ uioijoa^C 
■N01SIM31 's}884S S9»Efl P"B U!BW ,J°0 
UliM panoj sq UBS 'A"uo aqj ui 
013 'siKMSjAOJd 'sauaoojo (jno|j (■ 
30I0H0 iO M00I8 XS30HVT HHI 
AMES   &   MERRILL, 
DEALERS IN 
Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices, 
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Game, and Poultry, 
Flour and Molasses. 
187 Main Street, LEWISTON,   ME. 
GEORGE   H.   COBB, 
bailor. 
The Best of Domestic and Imported Goods. 
Excellent Fits. Superior Workmanship. 
Special Rates on Graduating Suits. 
Hersey Block, Cor. Main and Court Sts., Auburn 
D.   G.   WEBBER, 
Dentist, 
46 Lisbon Street,      -      - LEWISTON. 
Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty. 
EDS   AND   CO-EDS.—— 
Notice this ad and visit Doyle 
Brothers when in need of 
Lamps, Vases, Jardiniers, Toilet Soap, 
Plated Ware, and Baskets. 
DOYLE BROS., Grey Brick Front 
38 Lisbon Street. 
flew Hampton Literary Institute,, JJAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N. H. 
REV. F. W. PRESTON, A.M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
O.   A.   WOODMAN, 
Dealer in 
BOOTS   AND  SHOES. 
Sample and Damaged Goods a Specialty. 
RUBBERS of all kinds.   Special Terms to Students. 
Haymarket Sq., LEWISTON,  ME. 
PITTSFIELD, ME. 




A.B.Parker ,.-      -- -.- 
&,sons      with Health 
Greene, Me. 
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BOOK   AND   JOB 
I Mil III1U 
fe 
EXECUTED  AT   THE 
«*fV jiournal ffice, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF 
Fii*st« Class  Pointing 
FOR   SOHOOLS  AND   OOLLEQES. 




THE CHARLES H. ELLIOTT CO. 
S. W. Cor. Broad and Race Sts., Philadelphia. 
COMMENCEMENT INVITATIONS, 
CLASS DAY PROGRAMS. 
Class and  Fraternity  Stationery,  Fraternity  Cards  and  Visiting Cards, 
Menus and Dance Programs.    Book Plates, Class Pins and   Medals. 
Class  Annuals  and  Artistic   Printing. 
J. N. WOOD CO., 
DEALERS   IN 
• o Coal and 
25 Middle St., LEWISTON.   Telephone 159-2. 
212 Court St., AUBURN.   Telephone 215-2. 
DENTIST. 
Percy fl. HoWe, D.D.S., 
Osgood Block, LEWISTON. 
OFFICE HOURS:  8 to 12 A.M., 1 to 6 P.M., and 
evenings. 
JAMES   A.   ASHTON, 
Hair-Dresser. 
All work clone by first-class workmen. 
RAZORS HONED AND CONCAVED. 
All kinds of Barbers' Supplies for Sale. 
219  Main Street, - LEWISTON, ME. 
CALL  ON 
A.   L.   GRANT 
FOR 
FINE CONFECTIONERY, 
ICE-CREAM, FRUIT, AND SODA. 
Hot Chocolate and Coffee. 
ALTON   L.   GRANT, 
Confectioner and Caterer, 
170 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
Ira F- ClarH & Co. 
The Largest, One-Price, 
Spot Cash, Retail 
... CLOTHIERS, 
Hatters, and Furnishers 
IN     MRINE. 
26-28 Monument Square,  PORTLAND,    ME. 
CHAS.   H.   REDLON. 
PROP. 
j^ammond IS AT THE FRONT with all the Latest Novelties In 
CLASS   WORK. 
172 Lisbon St.,   LEWISTON,   ME. 
Call and See Him. 
are now Installed In their new quarters, 
& 
"The Old Banner 
Clothing House" 
and are prepared to show their patrons the finest up-to-date line of 
%$£« CLOTHING 
east of Boston. 
NEW   QUARTERS. AN   ENTIRE   NEW STOCK. 
Prices to Suit the Purse-Strings of All Classes. 
CALL AND SEE DS. 
HIKES & milLLJE, ^MSa? LewiStOQ, ft 
miKTKD  AT JOURNAL   OFFICE, LBWIITON. 
i 
